Introduction: What is energy taxis? {#Sec1}
===================================

In a rapidly changing environment, it is necessary for bacteria to recognize these changes and to respond to them, in order to optimize metabolic conditions or to avoid contact with toxic compounds. Motile bacteria display very rapid directed motility changes when information is sensed. This behavioural trait is mediated by methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) and is relayed directly to the motility apparatus by the chemotaxis signal transduction pathway (Bren and Eisenbach [@CR17]). MCP sensor-transducers (Szurmant and Ordal [@CR78]) sense one or several stimuli and transduce a signal via the core chemotaxis components, CheA, CheW and CheY, to the flagellar apparatus. This results in a switch of flagellar rotation. By repeatedly inverting the direction of flagellar rotation (principle of the "biased random walk"), the net direction of bacterial movement is changed, enabling the bacteria to gradually approach to or to depart from a certain stimulus (Bren and Eisenbach [@CR17]; Wadhams and Armitage [@CR91]; Miller et al. [@CR60]). This navigation ability of bacteria and its basal mechanisms are common and widely understood (Bren and Eisenbach [@CR17]; Wadhams and Armitage [@CR91]; Miller et al. [@CR60]; Adler [@CR1]). Responding by altered motility patterns to changes in chemical composition of their environment ("chemotaxis") or internal energetic conditions (in this review termed "energy taxis"), motile bacteria can navigate to more favourable spatial niches, where their metabolic activity increases. Energy sensing using closely related sensing domains but coupled to distinct transducing domains can also feed into additional, different, signal transduction pathways. These may alternatively lead to changed motility and taxis, altered gene regulation or differential second messenger production (Taylor [@CR80]; Kirby [@CR50]). According to an earlier definition by Adler et al. (Adler [@CR1]), chemotaxis was defined as a motility response to compounds that need not be transported or utilized by metabolism and can be sensed even in very low concentrations. Recently, chemotaxis has been perceived in a closer context with energy taxis, which mediates a tactic response to alterations in internal bacterial energy generation and therefore requires metabolic activity. As many compounds that are directly sensed by MCP-like sensors also influence metabolism, it is not useful to strictly separate between these two definitions. For reasons of scope, we will exclusively focus on the topic of energy taxis, as defined above, predominantly in the context of MCP-like sensors. Recent advances have broadened our knowledge in this specific field. Compounds affecting energy taxis can be either metabolizable substrates, e.g. carbon or nitrogen sources such as sugars, amino acids and organic acids, serve as an electron acceptor, e.g. oxygen, nitrate, fumarate, DMSO, or otherwise affect the bacterial metabolism, e.g. non-metabolizable substrate analoga or metabolic inhibitors (Alexandre et al. [@CR4]; Taylor et al. [@CR84]; Baraquet et al. [@CR8]). Sensing an altered metabolism, as it is the case in energy taxis, provides a very efficient means of monitoring the bacterial environment and integrating different stimuli which impact on energy levels, already at the level of the sensor. Metabolizable substrates in general have to be present in higher concentrations, because the compound itself is not sensed directly. In contrast, in the case of classical chemotaxis, different chemical stimuli (for instance sugars or amino acids) are first sensed separately by MCP sensors and the signal integration takes place predominantly downstream, at the CheA/CheW and CheY complex (Khan et al. [@CR49]). Energy taxis can be determined and quantitated by various methods, similar to those which are applied to chemotaxis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We did not list again methods for phototaxis analysis, since these have been comprehensively summarized recently by (Hoff et al. [@CR41]).Table 1Methods used to characterize bacterial energy taxisAssayDescriptionAdvantageDisadvantageExamples and referencesTemporal assays^a^ Tethered cell assayFlagella are attached to a surface by antibodies; rotation direction of bacterial single cells is microscopically observedApplication of attractants and repellents in a flow cell possibleNo substance gradient present which allows true tactic movement, requires shearing and attaching of flagella to surfaceNot used for energy taxis so far; commonly used for chemotaxis assays in *E. coli* Bacterial trackingMedium can include metabolic substrates or inhibitors; stops, curvilinear velocity, time kinetics can be determinedNo bacterial proliferation necessaryNo gradient present; tracking microscopy equipment required*E. coli* Bespalov et al. ([@CR13]); *A. brasilense* Zhulin et al. ([@CR104]); *H. pylori* Schweinitzer et al. ([@CR71])Spatial assays^b^ Motility platesSoft agar plates with a defined bacterial inoculum; radial motility is determined as a measure of behaviourIsolation of single clones is possible due to high accessibilityBacterial proliferation and motility are prerequisite; not suitable for bacteria which need non-defined complex media for proliferation*E. coli; A. brasilense* Alexandre et al. ([@CR3]); *V. cholera* Boin and Hase ([@CR16]); *C. jejuni* Hendrixson et al. ([@CR40]); *P. putida* Nichols and Harwood ([@CR63]) Capillary energy taxis assayGlass capillary filled with medium and test substance (can be a metabolic substrate) is inserted in bacterial suspension; number of bacteria entering the capillary is determinedEnables screening of a high number of substances; no bacterial proliferation needed; measurements can be taken within minutesBacteria need to be highly motile under anaerobic conditions due to the reduced gas diffusion within the capillary; otherwise, trapping effects can occur*B. subtilis* Ordal et al. ([@CR65]) Capillary aerotaxis assayGlass capillary is half-filled with a bacterial suspension, ventilated with defined gas atmosphere closed at both ends; distance of the bacterial accumulation to the meniscus is measuredEnables screening of a high number of mutants or conditions; no proliferation needed; rapid observation and measurementsBacteria need to be highly motile under anaerobic conditions due to the reduced gas diffusion within the liquid inside the capillary*E. coli* Rebbapragada et al. ([@CR68]); *A. brasilense* (Zhulin et al. ([@CR104]); Greer-Phillips et al. ([@CR38]); *V. cholera* Boin and Hase ([@CR16]); *P. putida* Nichols and Harwood ([@CR63]) Chamber assayCustom made or commercial system; number of bacteria that migrate from one reservoir to another along a preformed chemical gradient can be countedEnables screening of a high number of mutants or conditions; exact mounting of a defined substance gradient is possibleSystem has to be well ventilated*H. pylori* Schweinitzer et al. ([@CR71]); *S. oneidensis* Baraquet et al. ([@CR8])^a^Free-swimming bacteria are directly observed in appropriate media under specific gas atmosphere; stimulus (chemical, gas) is added and ensuing changes in the swimming pattern are measured; no gradient of stimulus^b^Can be performed in liquid and in solid media; changes in orientation of bacterial population or single cell are observed; stimulus gradient is preformed

Ubiquitous occurrence and diverse mechanisms of bacterial energy taxis {#Sec2}
======================================================================

Energy generation is an essential process; therefore, it is not surprising that energy sensing connected to targeted motility (taxis) has been reported in a multitude of different representatives of bacteria and archaea (e.g. *Escherichia coli* (Taylor [@CR80]; Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]; Edwards et al. [@CR28]), *Bacillus subtilis* (Hou et al. [@CR45]), *Helicobacter pylori* (Croxen et al. [@CR23]; Schweinitzer et al. [@CR71]), *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (Hong et al. [@CR43]) *Vibrio cholera* (Boin and Hase [@CR16]), *Rhodobacter sphaeroides* (Gauden and Armitage [@CR35]), *Desulfovibrio vulgaris* (Fu et al. [@CR33]), *Shewanella oneidensis* (Baraquet et al. [@CR8]), environmental perchlorate-reducing bacteria (Sun et al. [@CR77]) and *Halobacterium salinarium* (Zhang et al. [@CR103]; Hou et al. [@CR45])). Corresponding to that large variety of bacteria, their habitats and their different metabolic requirements, diverse mechanisms of energy taxis have evolved. Four different major types of energy taxis or energy-related taxis mediated by MCP-like sensors are outlined in the following sections and in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Various dedicated proteins mediating energy taxis in bacteria are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 1Schematic overview of representative examples for different proposed bacterial energy taxis sensors and energy-related taxis sensors. In general, stimuli are sensed by MCP receptor dimers that can be associated in receptor clusters. Signals from MCPs are transduced via the chemotaxis core components CheA and CheY to the motility apparatus (this can be flagella or non-flagellar motility systems such as pili or gliding motility). Proposed stimuli or sensing mechanisms are depicted together with the model of each sensor type. *NDH*-*1* NADH dehydrogenase I, *Q* quinone pool, *ROS* reactive oxygen species. For other abbreviations and specific sensor names, see textTable 2Overview of MCP-like energy-related taxis sensors described or characterized so far (source: SMART database, MIST2 database)Species\#NameDomain architectureProposed function/mechanismsReference*E. coli*2Aer![](203_2010_575_Figa_HTML.gif){#d28e646}Interaction with electron transport system; involvement of NADH dehydrogenaseRebbapragada et al. ([@CR68]) and Edwards et al. ([@CR28])Tsr![](203_2010_575_Figb_HTML.gif){#d28e666}PMF measurement*A. brasilense*\>2Tlp1![](203_2010_575_Figc_HTML.gif){#d28e684}Unknown; possible Tsr likeGreer-Phillips et al. ([@CR38])AerC![](203_2010_575_Figd_HTML.gif){#d28e701}Carrying a PAS domain and FAD as cofactor, interaction with cellular redox state?*R. solanacearum*2Aer1![](203_2010_575_Fige_HTML.gif){#d28e720}Unknown; probably similar to *E. coli* AerYao and Allen ([@CR98])Aer2![](203_2010_575_Figf_HTML.gif){#d28e740}*V. cholerae*\>3Aer-1![](203_2010_575_Figg_HTML.gif){#d28e755}Unknown; probably similar to *E. coli* AerBoin and Hase ([@CR16])Aer-2![](203_2010_575_Figh_HTML.gif){#d28e775}Aer-3![](203_2010_575_Figi_HTML.gif){#d28e783}*P. aeruginosa*2Aer (TlpC)![](203_2010_575_Figj_HTML.gif){#d28e798}Unknown; probably similar to *E. coli* AerHong et al. ([@CR43])Aer-2 (TlpG)![](203_2010_575_Figk_HTML.gif){#d28e818}*H. pylori*2TlpB![](203_2010_575_Figl_HTML.gif){#d28e834}Unknown; maybe Tsr sensing since pH sensing was shownCroxen et al. ([@CR23]); Schweinitzer et al. ([@CR71])TlpD![](203_2010_575_Figm_HTML.gif){#d28e854}Unknown; experimental evidence for an interaction with electron transport system*H. hepaticus*NDHH0891![](203_2010_575_Fign_HTML.gif){#d28e872}Unknown; identified by sequence homology to TlpD of *H. pylori*Suerbaum et al. ([@CR76])*C. jejuni*3Aer1![](203_2010_575_Figo_HTML.gif){#d28e898}Unknown; probably similar to *E. coli* AerHendrixson et al. ([@CR40]), Elliott and DiRita ([@CR30]), Elliott et al. ([@CR31])CetAB (Tlp9/Aer2)![](203_2010_575_Figp_HTML.gif){#d28e924}Bipartite sensor; mechanism probably similar to *E. coli* AerCJ0488c![](203_2010_575_Figq_HTML.gif){#d28e938}Unknown; identified by sequence homology to TlpD of *H. pyloriB. subtilis*\>1Hem-AT![](203_2010_575_Figr_HTML.gif){#d28e958}Direct oxygen sensingHou et al. ([@CR45])*H. salinarium (H. halobium)*\>3Hem-AT![](203_2010_575_Figs_HTML.gif){#d28e982}Direct oxygen sensingHou et al. ([@CR45])HtrVIII![](203_2010_575_Figt_HTML.gif){#d28e999}Direct oxygen sensingBrooun et al. ([@CR18])HtrI/SR-I![](203_2010_575_Figu_HTML.gif){#d28e1016}Bipartite photoreceptor consisting of a sensory rhodopsin I (SR-I) and methyl-accepting protein (HtrI)Yao and Spudich ([@CR99])*D. vulgaris*1DcrA![](203_2010_575_Figv_HTML.gif){#d28e1040}Direct oxygen sensingFu et al. ([@CR33])*Synechocystis* sp. strain PCC68031TaxD1![](203_2010_575_Figw_HTML.gif){#d28e1066}Light sensing and taxis; probably via GAF domainLosi and Gartner ([@CR57])*S. oneidensis*5SO2240![](203_2010_575_Figx_HTML.gif){#d28e1090}Unknown, authors propose an involvement of a cache domainBaraquet et al. ([@CR8])\# Proposed number of energy taxis sensors present in bacterial species (*ND* not detected)

MCP sensors for phototropic energy taxis {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

Probably one of the earliest discoveries related to bacterial energy taxis was the directed movement of bacteria towards light (termed "phototaxis"; (Spudich et al. [@CR73]; Alam et al. [@CR2]; Yao and Spudich [@CR99]); see also reviews by (Taylor and Zhulin [@CR82]; Armitage and Hellingwerf [@CR7]; Hoff et al. [@CR41]). Although phototaxis is widely distributed and was described long ago, its diverse array of input sensors has only recently been understood better, mostly due to intensive whole genome sequencing efforts. Since light is the most important source of energy generation for various environmental bacteria (e.g. cyanobacteria, phototrophic archaea, phototrophic bacteria) which possess a light harvesting complex, phototaxis can be regarded as one important mode of energy-related taxis. Photosensory proteins are able to sense light/photons, frequently of very specific wavelengths. Different types of photosensory domains have been identified, among others the LOV (light, oxygen and voltage) and PHY (phytochrome-like) photosensors (Losi and Gartner [@CR57]). Whereas LOV domains form a subset of the PAS domain superfamily, PHY family proteins frequently contain a GAF domain (cGMP phosphodiesterase/adenylate cyclase/FhlA). Dedicated photoreceptor proteins can act as bipartite MCP photosensors, when their input domain is non-covalently associated and functionally coupled to MCP domain transducers, as first described in *Halobacterium halobium* (now *H. salinarium*) (HtrI/SR-I; (Yao and Spudich [@CR99]); Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) and *H. salinarium* (Zhang et al. [@CR103]). Only in few cases so far, phytochrome sensors directly fused to an MCP-like output domain have been implicated in phototaxis. The *Synechocystis* PCC6803 TaxD1 (alternative name PixJ1) is such an example carrying an MCP domain in its C-terminus and a PHY/GAF domain in its N-terminus (Losi and Gartner [@CR57]). TaxD1 mediates phototaxis by pili-dependent motility in *Synechocystis sp.* (Ng et al. [@CR62]; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In the PHY family, up to 16 proteins with MCP domains were identified to date (Losi and Gartner [@CR57]), indicating a widespread direct role of photoreceptors in the control of bacterial motility and tactic responses. In addition to direct light sensing by some MCP-like taxis sensors, light harvest translated into electron transfer in the electron transport chain can be sensed indirectly as one form of redox taxis, as has been described in *R. sphaeroides* (Gauden and Armitage [@CR35]). It is also interesting to note that some photosensory proteins of cyanobacteria, such as *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 PixD (which carries, however, no MCP domain itself), can directly interact with metabolic enzymes (glucokinase and glycogen phosphorylase), connecting light activation to glucose catabolism and intermediary metabolism (Hoff et al. [@CR41]).

### PAS-domain MCP energy taxis sensors {#Sec4}

Sensing a stimulus originating in the electron transport chain is one suitable mechanism of integrating different metabolic parameters. The best characterized energy taxis sensor closely linked to the bacterial electron transport chain is *E. coli* Aer. It is a representative of a PAS domain-containing receptor-MCP family that do not have a periplasmic domain but face the cytoplasm and are linked to the membrane by an anchor of hydrophobic amino acids (Taylor [@CR80]; Amin et al. [@CR6]). Proteins containing a PAS structural fold were originally named for three different eukaryotic proteins, Per-ARNT-Sim (period, hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator, single-minded). The PAS domain superfamily in life forms is very diverse, comprising at least 14.900 sensory molecules (current SMART and MIST databases (Letunic et al. [@CR56]; Ulrich and Zhulin [@CR87])), and includes transducer molecules that can sense light, oxygen or redox potential as input signals (Taylor [@CR80]). Aer binds FAD as a cofactor and guides the bacteria in a gradient of rapidly oxidizable substrates (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]). Aer-dependent tactic responses were experimentally linked to redox changes of the cell (Edwards et al. [@CR28]). Since the PAS domain and FAD binding are essential for Aer function, it seems to be the most likely sensory/input domain (Taylor [@CR80]; Rebbapragada et al. [@CR68]; Taylor et al. [@CR85]; Bibikov et al. [@CR14]). In the current model for Aer function, PAS-FAD reacts to changes in the cellular redox state by interacting either with a cytosolic electron donor or directly with the electron transport chain (Edwards et al. [@CR28]). A role of NADH dehydrogenase I in Aer-based energy sensing, possibly by protein--protein interaction, was suspected (Edwards et al. [@CR28]). Aer contains a HAMP (histidine kinases, adenylyl cyclases, methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins, phosphatases) domain, which cooperates with the PAS domain and propagates the signal towards the MCP domain (Buron-Barral et al. [@CR19]; Taylor [@CR80]) An energy taxis signal is transduced, probably via a direct interaction of the PAS with the HAMP domain, resulting in a conformational change which affects the signalling ability of the MCP domain of the protein (Taylor [@CR80]; Watts et al. [@CR92]). Aer interacts with other MCPs in chemoreceptor arrays (Hazelbauer et al. [@CR39]), but it is also able to exert its energy taxis function by itself (Taylor [@CR80]).

Besides *E. coli* Aer, various related MCP-like bacterial energy sensors were described which contain PAS domains: *V. cholerae* Aer-1, Aer-2 and Aer-3 (Boin and Hase [@CR16]), *P. aeruginosa* Aer (formerly: TlpC) and Aer-2 (formerly: TlpG) (Hong et al. [@CR43]), *Ralstonia solanacearum* Aer1 and Aer2 (Yao and Allen [@CR98]) and *Azospirillum brasilense* AerC (Xie et al. [@CR96]). Another variation of this theme is bipartite Aer-like redox taxis sensors such as CetA/CetB, which were first identified in *Campylobacterjejuni* (Hendrixson et al. [@CR40]). This type of energy taxis sensors, as the bipartite photosensors, consists of two physically separate proteins: one PAS-domain sensory protein (CetB) and an associated transducer protein (CetA). The sensory protein (CetB) supposedly detects the energy/redox status of the cell, whereas the transducer protein, which contains the HAMP and the MCP domains, propagates the signal towards the motility apparatus. Up to now, bipartite energy sensors were identified in 55 species in a variety of bacterial taxa (Elliott et al. [@CR31]). One can speculate that bipartite sensors enable the bacterium to combine the sensing properties of a sensor with different kinds of separate transducing domains or functions, maybe even with elements mediating gene regulation. By this means, organisms would be enabled to respond simultaneously in more than one way to changes in metabolic activity.

PMF sensing by MCP taxis sensors {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

Another class of bacterial energy taxis sensors, exemplified by Tsr, originally identified in *E. coli,* is structurally and functionally distinct from PAS domain sensors (Edwards et al. [@CR28]; Rebbapragada et al. [@CR68]). In contrast to Aer, Tsr has a classical MCP structure (Szurmant and Ordal [@CR78]; Taylor [@CR80]), with two transmembrane domains and a variable N-terminal, periplasmic domain (loop), which serves as the main sensory input domain for chemical stimuli (e.g. serine). The N-terminal sensor portion is followed by an alpha-helical HAMP and the highly conserved C-terminal alpha-helical MCP domain (Szurmant and Ordal [@CR78]; Taylor [@CR80]). *E. coli* Tsr responds to serine, oxygen (Rebbapragada et al. [@CR68]), carbon sources (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]), pH (Umemura et al. [@CR88]) and temperature (Lee et al. [@CR53]). Responses by Tsr to carbon sources directly correlate with the adequacy of the carbon source for growth (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]). Tsr also mediates taxis to an electron acceptor. Therefore, Tsr was hypothesized to sense proton motive force (PMF). PMF can be regarded as the final outcome of energy generation and therefore as a suitable stimulus for sensing metabolic activity. Edwards et al. ([@CR28]) recently proved experimentally that a link exists between PMF and Tsr-mediated tactic behaviour. Probably, PMF sensing is achieved by charged amino acids in the Tsr HAMP domain, similar to pH sensing by Tsr (Umemura et al. [@CR88]). However, the crucial amino acids have not yet been identified (Edwards et al. [@CR28]). Although there are no other Tsr-like sensors for which a direct connection to PMF is known, at least among the *Enterobacteriaceae*, numerous MCPs with significant sequence homology to Tsr exist.

Hem-AT-like MCP aerotaxis sensors {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

A fourth group of proposed energy-related sensors is Hem-AT-like MCP taxis sensors, which directly sense haeme-bound oxygen. A strict definition of energy taxis would not permit to group Hem-AT-like sensors amongst energy sensors, since the ligand (oxygen) is bound directly. This affinity is presumably independent of metabolic activity. Since oxygen is one important chemical equivalent of aerobic metabolism, these MCPs can still be regarded as energy-related sensors in a broader sense and we will discuss them jointly. Originally identified in *D. vulgaris* (DcrA; (Fu et al. [@CR33])), similar proteins are also present in other eubacterial and archaeal species (e.g. *B. subtilis, H. salinarium*; (Zhang et al. [@CR103]; Hou et al. [@CR45]). DcrA of *D. vulgaris* possesses a c-type haeme-binding site in its N-terminal domain. Fu and coworkers demonstrated haeme binding in DcrA and the dependence of the methylation state of DcrA on the redox state of the haeme iron. Since the obligate anaerobe *D. vulgaris* displays aerotaxis towards very low oxygen concentrations (\~0.04%) (Johnson et al. [@CR46]), the existence of an oxygen sensor seems to be plausible. Similar sensors in *Bacillus* (Hem-AT-B) and *Halobacterium* (Hem-AT-H) were reported to possess a b-type haeme (Hou et al. [@CR45]), which binds to the globin-like sensing domain of the receptor. An aerotactic response (taxis to or away from oxygen) mediated by these haeme-containing MCPs was shown for both sensors. Whereas Hem-AT-H in *H.* *salinarium* seemed to mediate an aerophobic response, Hem-AT-B in *B. subtilis* mediated an aerophilic response. In spectral analyses, a direct interaction of these sensors with diatomic oxygen and a subsequent conformational change were demonstrated (El Mashtoly et al. [@CR29]). These Hem-AT sensors lead bacteria differentially to their preferred oxygen concentration (Hou et al. [@CR45]).

Ecophysiological role of energy taxis {#Sec7}
=====================================

Chemotaxis genes or components have been identified in a large variety of bacterial species (Alexandre et al. [@CR4]; Szurmant and Ordal [@CR78]). Surprisingly, specific energy-related tactic behaviour has only been described in relatively few bacterial species (for some examples see: (Hou et al. [@CR45]; Nichols and Harwood [@CR63]; Gauden and Armitage [@CR35]; Lee et al. [@CR55])). The molecular background and roles of such a fundamental principle as energy sensing and taxis are understood only for few species to date (previously highlighted in (Alexandre et al. [@CR4])). To understand the impact of energy taxis on the life cycle of a bacterium, we also need to understand habitat, gene regulation and overall metabolic capacities, making the story much more complex. In the following paragraphs, we will review the current knowledge on energy taxis, focussing on some examples from the alpha-, beta-, gamma- and epsilonproteobacteria and one Gram-positive bacterium.

Plant and soil-associated bacteria {#Sec8}
----------------------------------

Among the first bacterial species shown to display energy taxis as a dominant behaviour was the alphaproteobacterium *A. brasilense* (Alexandre et al. [@CR3]). *A. brasilense* is a free-living diazotroph, which is associated with the roots of many agriculturally important plants (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR38]). It has a predominantly aerobic lifestyle with preference for a microaerobic atmosphere (\<1% oxygen) (Zhulin et al. [@CR104]) and fructose or organic acids as growth substrates (Alexandre et al. [@CR3]). It can also use nitrate as an alternative electron acceptor. Nitrogen fixation, which is central to this bacteria--plant interaction, occurs only under low oxygen concentrations (Zhulin et al. [@CR104]). The bacteria show positive taxis towards oxidizable substrates, alternative electron acceptors (Alexandre et al. [@CR3]) and to an oxygen concentration optimal for microaerobic energy generation and nitrogen fixation (Zhulin et al. [@CR104]). Since the tactic response to a carbon source correlated with the suitability of the chemical as a growth substrate, and chemicals which do not support growth were not attractants, the authors concluded that energy taxis is a dominant behaviour in *A. brasilense*. Moreover, metabolic inhibitors totally abolished tactic behaviour. The MCP sensor Tlp1 was shown to mediate energy taxis (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR38]). Tlp1 contains no PAS domain, and the response to a chemical correlated with its suitability as growth substrate (Alexandre et al. [@CR3]). Thus, the sensory capacities of Tlp1 might be similar to *E. coli* Tsr (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]). Finally, *tlp1* mutants were drastically impaired in their ability to navigate to the preferred niche in the rhizosphere and in root colonization. Since taxis to metabolizable molecules was still occurring in a *tlp1* mutant, other energy sensors were suspected in *A. brasilense*. Recently, this hypothesis was confirmed with the characterization of a second dedicated MCP-like energy taxis sensor, AerC, containing two PAS domains (Xie et al. [@CR96]). AerC specifically mediated taxis towards a microaerobic environment which facilitates nitrogen fixation. Since taxis to root exudates is one of the first steps of plant colonization, the authors suggest that energy taxis is one dominant way to lead *Azosprillum* to a broad and supposedly variable range of chemicals that support metabolism (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR38]; Xie et al. [@CR96]) and towards a niche of low oxygen concentration, where nitrogen fixation can be achieved (Xie et al. [@CR96]). Overall, a major role of energy taxis in the habitat of *A. brasilense* is likely.

*Ralstonia solanacearum* is a plant pathogen belonging to the betaproteobacteria. It causes wilt disease in diverse plant species. Although the physiology of *R. solanacearum* has not yet been analyzed comprehensively, the metabolism seems to be quite versatile. Strains of the species use a wide range of growth substrates that enable long-term survival in habitats such as surface water and different soils (Genin and Boucher [@CR36]). Since chemotaxis mutants (*cheA*, *cheW*) display decreased virulence and poor host colonization, taxis seems to be necessary for navigating towards a plant host and infecting it efficiently (Yao and Allen [@CR97]). The genome of *R. solanacearum* contains 20 MCPs of which two, Aer1 and Aer2, are similar to *E. coli* Aer. These proteins restored the wild-type phenotype to an *E. coli aer* mutant, indicating functional equivalence to Aer. Yao and coworkers showed in vitro that *R. solancearumaer* mutants (*aer1*, *aer2*, *aer1/aer2*) lost their ability to move upwards in an oxygen gradient. These bacteria were also delayed in causing disease and furthermore impaired in their ability to locate and aggregate on plant roots (Yao and Allen [@CR98]). Therefore, energy taxis appears to play a central role for *R. solanacearum* in finding and colonizing the preferred plant niche and is therefore supposed to be an important element of its habitat-specific survival strategy.

Phototaxis by bipartite MCP sensor/transducers or composite MCPs is also one related mode of energy-related taxis which is predicted to play a crucial role in the environmental soil or water habitat.

*Escherichia coli* and *Pseudomonas* ssp.: bacteria colonizing at least two divergent habitats {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several gammaproteobacterial species, including those of the *Enterobacteriaceae*, have been investigated in more detail in the context of energy sensing. One of the best characterized bacteria regarding its metabolic properties, and also its tactic behaviour and the underlying molecular principles is *E. coli*. *E. coli* carries five MCP molecules of which two function as energy sensors, Tsr and Aer (Edwards et al. [@CR28]; Rebbapragada et al. [@CR68]). Both mediate movement towards a carbon source, an appropriate oxygen concentration (Greer-Phillips et al. [@CR37]) and alternative electron acceptors under anaerobic conditions (Taylor et al. [@CR83]). The *E. coli* electron transport system comprises two different NADH dehydrogenases, two terminal oxidases and several components for anaerobic respiration, enabling the alternative or simultaneous use of various electron donors and acceptors present in the environment (Edwards et al. [@CR28]). Although aerotactic behaviour was not dominant under conditions tested in vitro, we hypothesize that energy taxis plays an important role in the ecology of *E. coli*, because in its divergent natural habitats such as the mammalian and avian intestine or sewage, oxygen is one of the growth-limiting parameters. *E. coli*, which has a limited physiological range for anaerobic energy generation, is supposed to preferentially navigate towards an aerobic niche, since energy yield is much higher under aerobic conditions (Tran and Unden [@CR86]). Although Aer and Tsr are well investigated, only little is known about their role in the natural habitat of *E. coli*. A defect in colonizing the mouse large intestine was reported recently for *E. coli* mutants lacking Aer (Horne et al. [@CR44]). In this setting, the defect was rather correlated with the proposed regulatory role of Aer than with its direct role in energy taxis, but both are suspected to be closely connected by the active metabolic properties. Moreover, host-specific differences in tactic abilities were recently demonstrated by comparing *E. coli* isolates from different mammalian hosts (carnivore, herbivore, omnivore; (Dzinic et al. [@CR25])), which may be linked to energy taxis. The energy yield and substrate availability in the intestine can be modulated by the uptake of specific nutrients and by a diverse array of commensal microbiota inhabiting this niche. This work underlines again the importance of taxis for colonizing a habitat and earmarks energy taxis as one possible mechanism to establish host specificity.

*Pseudomonas aeruginosa* is a ubiquitous bacterium which also plays an important role as an opportunistic pathogen in Cystic Fibrosis or burn wound patients*. P. aeruginosa* proliferates under anaerobic conditions using nitrate as an electron acceptor (Carlson and Ingraham [@CR21]) or by fermentation of arginine in the absence of nitrate (Vander et al. [@CR89]). Pathways of anaerobic energy generation are repressed under aerobic conditions, indicating a preference for aerobic energy generation.

One particular natural habitat of *P. aeruginosa* recently shown to be partially anaerobic is advanced biofilms in the airway lumen of patients with CF (Yoon et al. [@CR102]). *P.* *aeruginosa* possesses four distinct chemotaxis systems (*che1*, *che2*, *pil*-*chp*, *wsp*), organized in five clusters. Whereas systems *che1* and *che2* control tactic motility, system *pil*-*chp* controls type VI pilus formation and twitching motility. The *wsp* system is involved in biofilm formation. Altogether, at least 26 genes encoding MCP-like molecules are present. At least two of them, the PAS proteins Aer and Aer-2 (components of *che1* and *che2*), resemble *E. coli* Aer. Both proteins function as redox or energy sensors (Hong et al. [@CR43]; Nichols and Harwood [@CR63]). A mutant deficient in both genes (*aer* and *aer*-*2*) did not display any aerotactic response. Whereas *aer*-*2* transcription is RpoS dependent and occurs in the stationary phase (condition prevailing in biofilms), *aer* is induced under oxygen-limited conditions via an FNR/ANR-dependent promoter (Galimand et al. [@CR34]; Hong et al. [@CR42]). Neither the role of energy taxis by *P.* *aeruginosa* in its diverse habitats and physiological states is well investigated nor whether and how it affects flagella-independent twitching motility. For several *Pseudomonas* species (*P. fluorescens*, *P. syringae* and *P. aeruginosa*), chemotaxis was shown to be important for promoting plant growth, plant infection or animal infection (Kato et al. [@CR47]). We speculate that energy taxis (so far characterized in *P. aeruginosa* as aerotaxis) is important for dynamic responses of *P. aeruginosa* to its diverse natural habitats.

*Helicobacter pylori* and *Campylobacter jejuni*, highly host-adapted gastrointestinal bacteria {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The group of ε-proteobacteria comprises several persistently host-associated or pathogenic bacteria. For two representatives (*H. pylori*, *C. jejuni*), metabolism-dependent tactic behaviour has been shown to date (Hendrixson et al. [@CR40]; Schweinitzer et al. [@CR71]).

*Helicobacter pylori* is one of the most frequent pathogens of humans. *H. pylori* and related bacteria (*Helicobacter* sp.) persistently colonize the stomach and intestinal tracts of their mammalian hosts. Since *H. pylori* possesses only one terminal oxidase (Cbb3-type), it is restricted to a very limited range of atmospheric conditions. It has been described as a microaerophilic capnophilic bacterium with an optimal oxygen concentration of about 5% and an absolute requirement for carbon dioxide (St Maurice et al. [@CR74]). Although components of anaerobic respiration (fumarate reductase, S/N-oxide reductase) are present (Schweinitzer et al. [@CR71]), bacterial proliferation under anaerobic conditions in the laboratory was not achieved (Lancaster and Simon [@CR52]). This indicates an absolute requirement of oxygen for its proliferative life cycle. *H. pylori* requires flagellar motility and taxis throughout its life-long host association (Eaton et al. [@CR27]; Kavermann et al. [@CR48]). A pH gradient exists between the highly acidic stomach lumen and the less acidic mucus layers covering the stomach epithelium. This gradient is important to instruct the localization, orientation and survival of the bacteria in situ. The bacteria accumulate in a well-defined layer of low acidity in the stomach mucus (Schreiber et al. [@CR69]), indicating abilities of energy taxis. A proper localization within this narrow zone was shown to be essential, since the more acidic pH prevailing in the gastric lumen rapidly impaired motility (Schreiber et al. [@CR70]). Two different *H. pylori* energy sensors have recently been characterized (sensing pH or changes in electron transport). Negative pH taxis away from low pH (pH \< 3) was reported to be mediated by one transmembrane MCP, TlpB (Croxen et al. [@CR23]). TlpB mutants were attenuated in mouse colonization. Although it is not clear whether the pH gradient itself is sensed by TlpB, these findings suggest a role of pH taxis in infection and persistence. The described pH taxis is proposed to be linked to energy taxis via PMF, since very low external pH was shown to influence the PMF and energy level of *H. pylori* (Stingl et al. [@CR75]). Mutants deficient in *tlpB* induce less inflammation in gerbil and mouse infection models than in the wild type (McGee et al. [@CR59]; Williams et al. [@CR94]). The inability to precisely orient in the stomach mucus might result in a decreased potential to cause inflammation.

A second, dominant mechanism of energy taxis in *H. pylori* is provided by a soluble MCP sensor, TlpD, which mediates a reaction to changes in the electron transport chain (Schweinitzer et al. [@CR71]). A mutant deficient in *tlpD* was severely impaired in metabolism-dependent taxis and lost its repellent response to increasing concentrations of a metabolic inhibitor. The existence of at least two energy sensors (of four MCP-like proteins) in this species stresses the importance of energy sensing in its habitat. Since energy taxis was the dominant behaviour under in vitro conditions and taxis is known to be a key prerequisite for successful colonization (Kavermann et al. [@CR48]; McGee et al. [@CR59]), it seems quite plausible that energy taxis plays a crucial role in situ for this bacterium with limited metabolic abilities. TlpD-like molecules are also present in closely related *Helicobacter* ssp. and in *Campylobacterjejuni* and *C. coli*, two human pathogens of the intestinal tract.

In *C. jejuni*, at least ten MCP-like proteins have been identified. In addition, two Aer-like proteins (Aer1, Aer2), containing a PAS domain but no MCP domain, have been reported (Marchant et al. [@CR58]). One of these (Aer2) is part of a bipartite sensor (CetAB), consisting of a sensing domain (CetB is Aer2) and an MCP signalling domain (CetA) (Hendrixson et al. [@CR40]; Elliott and DiRita [@CR30]). Whereas CetAB mediated energy taxis and was essential for this behaviour, the role of Aer1 is unclear. *C. jejuni* preferentially moves towards metabolizable substrates, and impaired energy taxis affected cell interactions in vitro (Vegge et al. [@CR90]). Tactic motility was already reported previously as an important mechanism in *Campylobacter* host colonization (Takata et al. [@CR79]; Yao et al. [@CR100]). *Campylobacter,* like *H. pylori*, prefers microaerobic habitats. Anaerobic electron acceptors such as fumarate, nitrate, nitrite, TMAO or DMSO supported growth under microaerobic conditions (Sellars et al. [@CR72]) and were sufficient to enable anaerobic growth under certain laboratory conditions. Still, oxygen remains the most important respiratory electron acceptor for this bacterium (Weingarten et al. [@CR93]). *C. jejuni* can colonize similar habitats as *E. coli*, in particular in the upper animal intestine, where oxygen is one limiting parameter. Oxygen-dependent respiration was shown to be essential for *C. jejuni* in vivo, since *cco* (high-affinity terminal oxidase) mutants can grow in vitro but are unable to infect chickens (Weingarten et al. [@CR93]). Therefore, energy taxis/aerotaxis has to be an important prerequisite for host colonization and pathogenesis of *C. jejuni*, which could also be linked to host or niche specificity.

*Bacillus subtilis* {#Sec11}
-------------------

The Gram-positive Firmicutes *B. subtilis* also displays energy tactic behaviour. Like other aerotactic bacteria, *B. subtilis* migrates to environments where the oxygen concentration is optimal for its metabolism (Wong et al. [@CR95]). Mutants lacking the Hem-AT sensor, which mediates an aerophilic response, still displayed aerotactic behaviour (Hou et al. [@CR45]). Therefore, *B. subtilis* is likely to possess at least one additional oxygen or different energy sensor, mediating an aerophobic response away from high concentrations of oxygen. The existence of at least two sensors, mediating a divergent response to oxygen, underlines that an appropriate concentration of oxygen is highly important for respiration in *B. subtilis*. Anaerobic growth occurred in vitro, but aerobic energy generation is clearly preferred, and pathways of anaerobic energy generation are strictly regulated in *B. subtilis* (Cruz et al. [@CR24]; Ye et al. [@CR101]). Still, *B. subtilis* can grow in oxygen-limited environments such as soils, on plant roots or within the intestinal tract of animals (Earl et al. [@CR26]; Nakano and Zuber [@CR61]), where energy taxis might be an economic means of compensating fluctuations in oxygen availability. Besides tactic responses and physiological changes, many Gram positives including *B. subtilis* are able to employ sporulation in order to cope with conditions of very low energy yield. In *B.* *subtilis*, the sporulation initiating protein Spo0F needs to be activated by one of five kinases. One of these, KinA, carries three PAS domains and binds ATP (Piggot and Hilbert [@CR66]). Therefore, it is probable that the complex network of sporulation control also involves a mechanism of energy sensing.

Possible implication of energy taxis sensors in regulatory processes {#Sec12}
====================================================================

Little is known about the additional roles of MCP-like taxis sensors beside altering bacterial tactic behaviour. Since energy generation is one of the most important parameters of bacterial survival, it is not farfetched to speculate that sensing energetic conditions may result in more than only a single response. Besides directly, rapidly and actively seeking conditions of better energy generation by taxis, bacteria may, in parallel, adapt their cellular physiology to environmental conditions. An implication of specific MCP-like proteins which are not connected to taxis in gene regulation has already been suspected in several bacteria (Kirby [@CR50]); prominent examples are found amongst species which use more than one set of *che*-like genes: *Myxococcus xanthus* uses MCPs to control spore formation (Kirby and Zusman [@CR51]); likewise, *M. xanthus* (Berleman et al. [@CR12]) also uses another distinct set of MCPs to control predataxis, which may indeed be one mode of energy taxis; MCPs act in initiating developmental processes such as flagellar biosynthesis or cyst formation in *Rhodospirillum centenum* (Berleman and Bauer [@CR10], [@CR11]) or they help to induce Cholera toxin in *V. cholera* (Lee et al. [@CR54]). Only one published study currently supports the hypothesis that a dedicated energy taxis sensor can also be involved in gene regulation: the *E. coli* taxis sensor Aer affected transcription of genes involved in energy metabolism (Pruss et al. [@CR67]). More precisely, in an Aer mutant, the genes *dmsABC* (DMSO reductase), *fdnGHI* (formate dehydrogenase), *frdABCD* (fumarate reductase), *glpAB* (glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase), *nrfABCDE* (nitrite reductase) and the *edd* and *eda* genes important in anaerobic respiration were down-modulated (Pruss et al. [@CR67]). The mechanism by which Aer would regulate these genes is still unresolved. The authors discuss either a direct influence on gene expression or an involvement of two component systems such as ArcAB or NarQP. The core chemotaxis proteins (CheA, CheY), which are the only proteins so far known to interact with MCP-like taxis sensors, appeared not to be involved in the observed gene regulation (Pruss et al. [@CR67]). Interestingly, Aer-mediated responses are not subject to negative feedback adaptation by methylation (Bibikov et al. [@CR15]). Thus, one could further hypothesize that the expression of genes encoding enzymes of the anaerobic respiration could be somehow induced by sustained Aer activation. However, as long as the molecular mechanisms of both gene regulation and redox sensing by Aer are not resolved, such a dual function of Aer in taxis and gene regulation remains speculative. Even in the absence of solid evidence, the fact that several other species besides *E. coli* use only one set of chemotaxis genes and possess only a small number of dedicated regulators (e.g. *H. pylori* and related bacteria; (Niehus et al. [@CR64]; Beier and Frank [@CR9])) makes the idea all the more attractive that in those species, regulatory functions of taxis sensors may exist. Embedding sensors feeding the chemotaxis apparatus in gene regulation networks to achieve a better energy yield on the long run is a quite plausible hypothesis that should be tested further.

Conclusion and open questions {#Sec13}
=============================

According to current knowledge, energy taxis seems to be a very important strategy for the survival of different free-living or host-associated and pathogenic bacteria. In addition to genetic and regulatory diversification within a natural population, different strategies have evolved for facing the worst-case scenario of decreasing metabolic activity: One way is to "adapt" to unfavourable conditions, for example by changing their cellular physiology by gene regulation, to switch from aerobic to anaerobic respiration. A second strategy in "adapting" is "to wait until things get better", for example by sporulation. A more active and most rapid way to counteract a decrease in metabolic activity is to "search energy" on their own. Using energy taxis and a directed flagellar or non-flagellar motility, motile bacteria are able to navigate to their preferred niche. This activity ensures sustained survival, which in many cases, may just be around the next bend. Since bacterial energy taxis has only been characterized recently as a quite widespread mechanism, numerous questions as to its mechanisms of function and role remain to be investigated:How diverse is energy taxis within the bacterial world, what are its respective ecophysiological roles and which various kinds of bacterial motility behaviour can be summarized as energy taxis?What are the molecular mechanisms for energy taxis---what exactly is sensed in each case?Which protein--protein interactions of bacterial energy taxis sensors contribute to their localization or function? How do MCP energy taxis sensors interact and cooperate with canonical MCPs and the chemotaxis core proteins?Do some intracellular energy taxis sensors interact with enzymes of the electron transport chain or with other metabolic enzymes directly (e.g. with enzymes that might be working as "trigger enzymes" or "moonlighting enzymes" (Commichau and Stulke [@CR22])Where are soluble MCP energy taxis sensors located within the cell and can their localization be dynamic?Do some bacterial energy taxis sensors influence gene expression and, if they do, what are the underlying molecular mechanisms?

Remains the interesting and provocative question how far microbial energy sensing and also taxis may be compared or evolutionarily linked to "hunger" sensing mechanisms in eukaryotes. Mechanisms of energy sensing related to taxis have been demonstrated in diverse eukaryotes. In plants, phototropins, also members of the PAS/LOV protein family, are involved in the relocation of plant chloroplasts in response to light (Alexandre et al. [@CR5]). The vertebrate dual PAS protein HIF (hypoxia inducible factor 1) is sensing reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by mitochondria and regulates genes important for coping with hypoxia (e.g. VEGF, EPO) (Taylor [@CR81]). Also one master regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis, PGC-1α, is regulated by the NAD-dependent protein SIRT1 and the AMP:ATP ratio measuring protein AMPK (Feige and Auwerx [@CR32]; Canto and Auwerx [@CR20]). It is unknown how these events translate into oxygen- or energy-seeking motility in multicellular organisms or vertebrates. In addition to a proposed role of these proteins in actively seeking better conditions, they appear to regulate organelle (mitochondria, chloroplast) biogenesis and function, dependent on the energy and redox state of the cell. If one consequently follows the endosymbiont concept, the motility of organelles inside a permanent host cell or the transfer of a motility signal from an organelle to a multicellular superorganism could be regarded as an equivalent to energy taxis. Since energy-seeking behaviour is very important for all living organisms, energy taxis could be regarded as a global strategy and its overarching principles in all phyla of life should be further investigated.
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